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WORDS FROM JAAP
Hi Everybody!
Our word 'personality' comes from the Latin word 'persona'.
In the ancient world, a persona was a mask worn by an
actor. Think about that for a moment.
And yet, most people today believe they 'have' a personality
that dictates how they 'really' are. Always and under any
circumstance. Sometimes I wonder if this story of
personality is doing us any good...
Fortunately MindSonar does not presuppose that, hence our
slogan: 'Because you are so much more...'.
Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder

MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Webinar - On July 30th, Ian Clarke & Peter Rolland present a webinar on
Growing My Business with MindSonar. 16:00-17:00 hrs GMT.
MindSonar Distributors Meet V -Storm - MindSonar Global is now setting up
the workflows with V-Storm to further MindSonar programming agility,
features and user interface. Watch this space. Contact Jaap.
Covid19 - MindSonar Certification has gone online to reach further and respond
to safety needs. Certification can be delivered in various formats. If you know
people who want to be certified or if you want to refresh your skills, speak to
your Distributor now!
Heart warming news - Congratulations to our Mindsonar distributor Bianca
Negron and her husband, who became parents last month. Welcome to the
world, Xander.
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MINDSONAR PROJECTS SHOWCASE
Sometimes talented professionals don’t fit in a given corporate culture. A
common response is to doubt oneself and try to fit in. MindSonar can help.
A client had had previous jobs that ‘fitted like a glove’. He felt happy, appreciated
and was able to contribute. His last two jobs, however, had not been a great
success. He felt his managers didn’t trust him and he was making a lot of
mistakes. Reviewing his previous job experiences, he noticed the ‘missing
ingredient’: the feeling that there was a safety net while learning. In his
MindSonar profile he focused on a previous job when he had a 100% 'safety net
experience'. He discovered that ‘autonomy’ and ‘positive feedback’ were very
important criteria. MindSonar helped him to understand the unique
combination of meta programmes.
Read more....

MINDSONAR PROFESSIONALS GLOBALLY
MEET IAN CLARKE

Ian is the UK's MindSonar distributor. Ian became involved with
MindSonar after being taught and mentored by Shelle Rose Charvet.
He has worked in Malta, Canada and Georgia managing and supporting
teams and individuals. He spent a number of years as a lecturer and
specialist lecturer at several Universities. He loves coaching in business
and sports. Ian believes that everyone has an ability to contribute
immeasurably in life and work.
His mission is to challenge and inspire understanding to create effective
teams and choice in business, supporting others to be the best version
of themselves - because #thinkingmakesitso
Say hello to Ian
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RECOGNISING MINDSET
Zoomed out? need a break?
Turquoise: We need a break and to find balance.
Internal locus: Recognise our own contribution
General: See the big picture. The larger whole.
Structure/reactive/future: Connect our past
actions to what we want to do next. “Let’s loosen
up some time and take a break to re-calibrate our
life. No need for over-thinking, though. Let’s
connect the dots, and set the scene."

Article
MOTIVATION:
‘WHAT’ OR ‘HOW’ OR BOTH?
By Jaap Hollander
There are both content-oriented theories and process-oriented theories of
motivation. MindSonar is a process-oriented instrument with a content
element (Graves). Content theories basically ask "What do people want?"
Process theories ask: "How do people create desire?"

Content theories
A content theory is a system of constructs that are linked logically together,
explaining why people behave as they do in which conditions. They want to predict
what happens if the conditions change (McAuley et al., 2007). Content theories of
motivation concern themselves with what people want.
Read More
Download back issues of MindSonar Me here

